Saturday, July 19, 2014

1:54 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?

7-19-14 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in USA; Five car bombs in
Baghdad kill 26: police!
7-19-14 1K Israeli Women Die from Breast Cancer dig Gregs
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Israeli tanks dig in at Gaza frontier
as Palestinian toll tops 300.
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7-19-14 Kindle Unlimited launches: 600,000 all-you-canread e-books for $10 per... No Way, It's No Good without pre loaded iApps and 1,001 invention projects. Read to get a
"Invention" you need to scan your memory and 600K Kindle
books... serendipity you get the "Gravity Engine."
7-19-14 Eradication of all types of "Virus" is buried deep in
these 600K books, you just need to know what to look for to
get this Nobel Discovery!!

7-19-14 MIT was into war crimes not mosquitos... "Deadly
mosquito virus reported in eastern Mass"
7-19-14 iApp that can search 600K Kindle Books + search 1
million Amazon E-Book for that special serendipity that
marries you to a Invention or Discovery!

7-19-14 Amazon Unlocks Vast E-Book Library for $10 a
Month... No Way, It's No Good without pre-loaded iApps and
1,001 invention projects. Read to get a "Invention" you need
to scan your memory and 600K E-Books books... serendipity
you get the "Gravity Engine."

7-19-14 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes instead of 700K SSD
coming off the SanDisk assembly line "industry's first" 4 TB
enterprise-grade SAS SSD, the Optimus MAX SanDisk.
7-19-14 The hard drive's days in the data center are
numbered, according to John Scaramuzzo, senior vice
president of Enterprise Storage Solutions at SanDisk. In a
blog post, he said that the Optimus MAX "not only raises the
bar on SAS SSD capacity, but is a true replacement for
enterprise HDDs as it delivers SAS features and performance
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enterprise HDDs as it delivers SAS features and performance
at a new level of affordability that rivals enterprise SATA
SSDs."

7-19-14 MIT WAR Toys days at HQ are numbered, 800 th
Fiery Cop Car Crash and "Cops" revenge will guillotine MIT
WAR Toys scientists with Windmills. Better than the French
Revolution as Marie Antoinette war crimes was let the 700K
homeless eat cake when she had $777 Trillion from $4 gas
revenues! The hard drive's days in the data center are
numbered,

7-19-14 Toyota's 2015 Sienna minivan has now a feature
called 'driver easy speak' that can amplify a parent's voice in
the back seats. It uses a built-in microphone to intensify a
parent's voice through speakers for the passenger sitting at
the back, so they don't have to shout to them. However, kids
can't talk back, at least not with amplified voices. The
feature is an option on the 2015 Sienna, which is being
refreshed with a totally new interior. It also has an optional
"pull-down conversation mirror" that lets drivers check on
kids without turning around.
7-19-14 Toyota's 2015 Sienna minivan still does not feature
MacBook Air + Pro plug in when the engine is off... why, how
could Toyota miss this?

7-19-14 Maserati has announced that it will not sell more
than 75,000 vehicles globally a year. This is to maintain the
uniqueness and the exclusivity of the Italian brand.
7-19-14 Exclusivity of the New French Revolution at
Maserati... I can't wait for this WW III war crimes at
Maserati.
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7-19-14 Expect Self-Parking Cars by 2016... gasoline or
ElectricWindmillCars?
7-19-14 Expect Wake-up YourSelf before you crash + burn if its
a gasoline car!!
7-19-14 Expect Cardiac Arrest Warning when you start your
2016 car, stroke too warning! Drunks car will not start, pot
too. Cocaine + Herion... as the Elite at Yale, Harvard if they
have had enough of Cocaine + Heron!

7-19-14 Local Key West News... Ford Dealership is not Casa
Antigua's owner Tom Oosterhoudt. I watched Tom walk
along the balcony with the poor and tropical forest all
around us. I though he was going to lose his balance and
fall into the pool 30 feet below. Well Greg + Tom made it in to
the Book Reading. Lorian Hemingway Short Story
Competition and Lorian didn's show up. She has a daughter
too that was a no show. I observed them both in 2011 my 1st
year here or 2012 I will look it up on my computer. Well Tom
was the Back Surgery Competition... I asked him if he went to
a Medical School, he told me were he went and it was not
Yale. I then suggested Yale and told him I was going to
build the Yale Key West Medical School here. He heard it OK,
grin! I hope Tom makes it to Yale as were eating pizza
around the pool over hearing to Tom talking about getting
the screws taken out of his spine coming up... I guess many
were Mad as Hell about Lorian Hemingway and her
daughter not showing up... I hope its not a cocaine or
heroin sick day! I read both books she wrote and one was a
autobiography she tells all... wow!
KEY WEST, Florida Keys — A rich roster of literary events
awaits readers and writers during Hemingway Days 2014,
set for Tuesday through Sunday, July 15-20. The festival
celebrates the literary accomplishments and exuberant Key
West lifestyle of legendary writer Ernest Hemingway, who
lived on the island throughout the 1930s.
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Attractions include author readings and presentations, a
look at Hemingway's little-known poetry and the
announcement of the winners of the Lorian Hemingway
Short Story Competition.
Lorian Hemingway, critically acclaimed author of "Walking
Into the River," "Walk on Water" and "A World Turned Over,"
is a granddaughter of Ernest Hemingway. She has directed
the competition for emerging writers since its 1981 inception.
The winners of the internationally recognized short story
contest are to be announced at 8 p.m. Friday, July 18, at
Casa Antigua, 314 Simonton St. Famed as Ernest
Hemingway's first Key West residence, the property is now a
showplace with a central atrium garden.
The free-admission awards reception includes a reading of
the winning story, a presentation on Casa Antigua's history
by owner Tom Oosterhoudt and tours of the architecturally
unique property.

7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable... Hillary to be held accountable too! Building
1,001 Yale Key West Med School on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
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$777 Trillion in Oil Godsent $$$$ built 1 million of these
missiles instead of Curing Breast Cancer... Hillary to be held
accountable too! Building 1,001 Yale Key West Med School on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable for building 777
Trillion of these Missiles and supplying the antiaircraft
missile system to everyone on Earth instead of Building 1,001
Yale Key West Med Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure! GE to
be held accountable because...
7-18-14 This is murderous... GE to be held accountable
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7-18-14 This is murderous... GE to be held accountable
because... they are 1984 II observers making YouTube Videos
of "Drunk Men's" incompassionateness when they have Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion and are willing to do anything to
get another $777 Trillion! Putin, Obama, Kerry, Heinz,
McCain, Hillary, Bush + Bush, Jimmy Carter... all "Drunk" on
Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion to spend 99% on MIT War Toys...
Drones not Yale Key West Med Schools!
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable... Hillary to be held accountable too! Building
1,001 Yale Key West Med School on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
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$777 Trillion in Oil Godsent $$$$ built 1 million of these
missiles instead of Curing Breast Cancer... Hillary to be held
accountable too! Building 1,001 Yale Key West Med School on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
GE reported $36.2 billion in second quarter revenue
7-18-14 ElectricWindmillCar was invented + suppressed by
Jimmy Carter bullied by Teddy Kennedy in 1980 during the
Saudi Oil Embargo...
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Saudi Oil Embargo...
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented + suppressed by Moscow's
1984 II numb nuts Dictators for $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues to spend on MIT War Toys!
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because... Ukrainian
leaders stepped up their condemnation of Russia on Friday
over the crash of a Malaysia Airlines plane in eastern
Ukraine, calling for Moscow to be held accountable for
supplying the antiaircraft missile system.
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because... 1 million
of these Russian Missile were made because of the Suppression
of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort gave Putin $777 Trillion
in $4 gas money to spend as it wants... Navy build 100 JFK
Super Carriers with its $777 Trillion Boeing 777-200ER, the
same model as Malaysia Airlines flight MH370, which
disappeared while travelling from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing
in March This Boeing 777- 200ER was built in 1997... 1980
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented + suppressed by Jimmy
Carter bullied by Teddy Kennedy. www.electricwindmillford
Escort made in 1997 would have super air bags on outside,
A/C 24/7 dash cam with mic + speaker wifi too and No Head
On Collision invention by Greg!
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable...
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable because... 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was
invented + suppressed by Jimmy Carter bullied by Teddy
Kennedy and they "All" knew this in our 1984 II Society!
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable ...
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
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7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable... Hillary to be held accountable too!

$777 Trillion in Oil Godsent built 1 million of these missiles
instead of Curing Breast Cancer... Hillary to be held
accountable too!
7-18-14 ElectricWindmillCar was invented + suppressed by
Jimmy Carter bullied by Teddy Kennedy in 1980 during the
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Jimmy Carter bullied by Teddy Kennedy in 1980 during the
Saudi Oil Embargo...
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented + suppressed by Moscow's
1984 II numb nuts Dictators for $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues to spend on MIT War Toys!
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
GE reported $36.2 billion in second quarter revenue, up 3%
from the prior-year period and falling roughly in line with
what Wall Street analysts had expected. Net income came in
at $3.5 billion, up 13% from the same time in 2013 and
resulting in earnings of 35 cents per share on a GAAP basis.
Excluding special items — like the effect of discontinued
operations — GE reported an earnings-per-share figure of 39
cents, a result that falls in line with the analyst consensus.
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
“GE had a good performance in the quarter and in the first
half of 2014, with double-digit industrial segment profit
growth, 30 basis points of margin expansion, and nearly $6
billion returned to shareholders,” Jeffrey Immelt, GE
chairman and CEO, said in a statement Friday morning.
“The environment continues to be generally positive.”
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
Consistent with prior quarters, GE’s industrial segment –
which includes the revenue from business units like GE’s oil
and gas, power and water, and aviation units — was a
particular bright spot. The segment’s revenue increased 7% to
$26.9 billion, with profit increasing 9% to $4.2 billion, and
the oil, power and aviation businesses all reported doubledigit revenue growth. Oil and gas revenue increased 20% to
$4.7 billion, power and water revenue increased 10% to $6.3
billion and aviation revenue increased 15% to $6.1 billion.
These gains were slightly offset by an 18% decline in
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These gains were slightly offset by an 18% decline in
transportation revenue.
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
In the same earnings release, GE announced plans to IPO its
North American Retail Finance business, Synchrony
Financial, by the end of July. The move is a part of the
company’s longtime plans to taper its financial business.
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...

7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because...
GE also reiterated its plans to acquire the power and grid
businesses of Alstom, a French multinational company. GE
will pay Alstom $13.5 billion for its grids, off-shore wind and
hydro operations and nuclear and steam businesses, and
the conglomerate said Friday that it expects the deal to close
in 2015 and add 6 cents to 9 cents per share to 2016
earnings.
7-18-14 Moscow to be held accountable because...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because... Breast Cancer
deaths are 40K a year every Year and GE Health made $$$
Billions and failed to cure Breast Cancer while working for
the CIA.. this should be included in the CIA Museum... The
CIA Museum, housed in the agency’s headquarters just
outside Washington DC, showcases some of the most
impressive artifacts, nothing about side effects of the CIA
caused 40K breast cancer deaths as getting a Rx Cure is not
as 007 Bond as Brainstorming 24/7 with many Wives to get
the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!
Following the release of the earnings results, shares of GE
ticked up slightly in Friday’s pre-market trading session — by
about 0.5% — but after opening in the green dipped into
negative territory; shares are currently down about 0.87%.
Year-to-date, the stock is down 3.2%.
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7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because... Pakistan army
assault spoils fourth wife dream of father... AFP Agency
France. Pakistan army assault shatters dream of one father
of 36 children -- to take a fourth wife...
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because... USA Army
Assaults World Wide spoils Polygamist Dream of being
Pasture II No Spoiled Foods invention discovered... with help
of adding 4th wife.
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because... Iraqi Kurds
start pumping from seized oil field: Iraq's autonomous
region of Kurdistan on Thursday pumped an experimental
20,000 barrels of light crude from an oil field recently
seized. $$$
7-18-14 GE to be held accountable because... Where Microsoft
once ruled the enterprise and partnered with a series of
companies that shut Apple out, it is now frantically trying to
maintain the status quo for Windows without a Win 8.2 fit
out of spite for "PC Users demands to boot up to the Desktop"
with a Menu! Pre-loaded iApps for murderous OJ Clones, how
to spot a dangerous Man!! Instead of "Save Her Life" Bill +
Melinda are selling SWF Sex Slaves and "Organs" to Saudi
Princes. This is murderous... GE to be held accountable
because... they are 1984 II observers making YouTube Videos
of "Drunk Men's" incompassionateness when they have Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion and are willing to do anything to
get another $777 Trillion!

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple decades after leaving patients like Steve Jobs to
die from delayed cancer care NEJM knew!

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?
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diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApp for New England Journal of Medicine orders for
Apple's Steve Jobs should have been like when the Supreme
Court "Orders" you to get the vaccination or pull the plug on
life support, from Apple never ever a request to partner
exclusively with Apple to sell iPhone and iPad devices pre loaded with native applications developed from the ground
up specifically for enterprise customers like New England
Journal of Medicine.
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Pre-loaded for New England Journal of
Medicine as it partner exclusively with Apple + IBM... crime
ones pre-loaded and war crimes grin... stupid criminals.
7-17-14 iApp Pre-loaded Sitcoms by the New England
Journal of Medicine would have led these Clones of Steve Jobs
to a better end or cure! And helped Whooping Cough Babies
who died... from Mom refusing the vaccine! Sitcom!!

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded "The
Deep Comfort of Mediocre Sitcoms" by Robert O'Connell The
Atlantic, Bob should know there have been 100's of Steve Job
Clones that have died from the same thing and an iApp
Sitcom by the New England Journal of Medicine would have
led these Clones of Steve Jobs to a better end or cure!
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
Gregs invention "No Head On Collisions" No gas station hold
ups, No Banks robed. 3 dead in Stockton bank robbery, gun
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ups, No Banks robed. 3 dead in Stockton bank robbery, gun
battle.
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for...
Los Angeles Times - Police in Northern California detailed a
violent bank robbery Wednesday that left two gunmen and a
female hostage dead, recalling a "relentless" hail of bullets
unleashed on officers as they pursued the suspects through
three cities.
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded "The
Deep Comfort of Mediocre Sitcoms" by Robert O'Connell The
Atlantic, Bob should know there have been 100's of Steve Job
Clones that have died from the same thing and an iApp
Sitcom by the New England Journal of Medicine would have
led these Clones of Steve Jobs to a better end or cure!
7-17-14 iApp Steve Jobs Apple before he got Metastatic
Enteropancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumors... Apple to sell
iPhone and iPad devices pre-loaded with native
applications developed from the ground up specifically for
enterprise customers like New England Journal of Medicine.
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
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What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApp for New England Journal of Medicine 2015
NEJM would have made 1,001 Medical Discoveries +
Inventions if Apple + IBM pre-loaded Invention Projects
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 Apple + IBM pre-loaded iApp Invention Projects for
New England Journal of Medicine 2015 should have been
when greg started the 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out
with links you can click on to get started inventing
something. Observers are Dead Meat when this is on the
Front page of the New England Journal of Medicine and the
NY Times!!
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 "Malpractice Crime by the Pentagon" for giving
Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 Gas!
7-17-14 Lanreotide in Metastatic Enteropancreatic
Neuroendocrine Tumors M.E. Caplin and Others | N Engl J
Med 2014;371:224-233
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
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New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Assessment of Second-Line Antiretroviral
Regimens for HIV Therapy in Africa N.I. Paton and Others | N
Engl J Med 2014;371:234-247
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Activated STING in a Vascular and Pulmonary
Syndrome Online FirstY. Liu and Others | July 16, 2014 | DOI:
10.1056/NEJMoa1312625
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Clinical Therapeutics Single-Pill Combination
Regimens for Treatment of HIV-1 Infection M. Gandhi and
R.T. Gandhi | N Engl J Med 2014;371:248-259 CME Exam

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?
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diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Images in Clinical Medicine Intermittent Facial
Flushing and Diarrhea O. Mc Cormack and J.V. Reynolds | N
Engl J Med 2014;371:260-260 Free Full Text
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Video Photomicroscopy M. Górgolas and J.
Cuadros | N Engl J Med 2014;371:e4 Free Full Text Video
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple Case Records of the Massachusetts General
Hospital Case 22-2014: A 40-Year-Old Woman with
Postpartum Dyspnea and Hypoxemia
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?
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What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?

What is the diagnosis?
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for
New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively
with Apple
diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp?
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What is the diagnosis?

7-17-14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or
against...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html>
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